HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
In brief, his martyrdom brought in the judgment day. The
lamentations reached the skies. The river of his innocent blood
appeared to water the tree that grows dangers. Its fruits taste
bitter to the people of the world even to this day. The sea of
heart-rending pain had brought forth a deluge which, even to
this day, forms an impediment for the foundation of the power
of Hindustan. Ere long the perpetrators of this crime suffered
their retribution, and the conspirators received their recompense.
comes forth safely from that dangerous
place by the protection of the Real Protector] he
starts alone towards Nattharnagar; the opposition
on the way, of Mu'tabir Khan Tahir the jdglrdar of
Ranfangadhi; Hasrat-i-Ala escapes from the treachery
of Mu'talnr Khan owing to Ihc bravery of Gha&anfar
All Khan and arrives at the limits of Nattharnagar by
the assistance of the Great Defender.
After the martyrdom of Nawwab Nizarmf d-Dawla Bahadur
Nasir Jang which created the scene of the judgment day,
the army became scattered. Muhammad Mahfug Khan
Bahadur Shaharnat Jang* Muhammad Najlbullah Khan
(1) Ranjangadh is Ranjangudi, eleven miles from Perambalur. Mu'tabir
Khan Tahir its jdglrdar was not well disposed towards Muhammad All.
The fort of the place consisted of two parts, namely, a citadel on a rock and
a pettah at its foot with mud walls. The place is well known for its weaving
in cotton and woollen carpets and also for embroidery. The fort was the
scene of a well-known battle between the English and Muhammad All on
one side and Chanda Sahib and the French on the other, in 1751. The battle
is usually known as the battle of Valkonda, after the village of Valikanda-
puram in the neighbourhood. But the action was not immediately beneath
the walls of Ranjangudi. It was also at Ranjangudi that the French rein-
forcements under D'Auteuil surrendered to the English in May, 1752. The
fort is in good condition even to this day. (See The Gazetteer of the
Trichinopoly District by F.R. Hemingway, pp. 303-5; and Orme, Vol. I; and
Memoir of Captain Dalton, p, 104.)
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